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Interview Questions

● Are we saving each student's score?
● Do we want to have a login system to allow users to return and continue from a point

they might have left the game?
● What data will we be giving to the teachers and parents?

○ Dr. Pastel proposed we could implement a system where a student can
print their results and then send them to their teacher.

● How should the data be presented to teachers and parents?
○ Email?
○ End screen summary (could go with email)? *Pastel’s recommendation*
○ Teacher/Parent Portal?
○ High score board?
○ Graphs, pie charts, histograms, box plots?

● How should the consumption data be presented? Each category shown or maybe a
score to represent all categories?

● Can you briefly go over the USSEIO Model and how to implement the spreadsheet/food
items?

● Is there anything you would like us to add or change with this mockup?
○ [Show mockup made by Jenna]

● Do you have any more ideas for levels and scoring?
○ OPTION 1: Levels corresponding to consumption score? As the levels

increase, the consumption must decrease and fit within certain bounds.
Monetary cost could also be a factor as levels increase, sticking to a tighter
budget. + CALORIES (myplate) + model selection for cart, how close can
you get?

○ OPTION 2: Levels corresponding to aisles? Each level is represented by a new
aisle. Aisle could be by MyPlate Categories?



○ OPTION 3: Have all the stats on the items so that they can learn quickly how
they go.

○ OPTION 4: Ask them to buy groceries for a meal and then let them know the
things they did right and wrong at the end of the level, then enter into the full
levels.

● Should we add more educational information/pages to the app?
○ Possibly pages before the gameplay and after the homescreen?


